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Abstract: Aiming to solve the problem that the significant error between the actual joint torque and
the calculated joint torque of a welding robot leads to the vibration of the end-effector, which in turn
affects the stability of the end-effector, this paper proposes a identification algorithm based on the
Weighted Least Squares Genetic Algorithm (WLS-GA) to construct and solve the dynamical model
to obtain the accurate dynamical parameters. Firstly, a linear model of welding robot dynamics is
derived. The fifth-order optimal Fourier series excitation trajectory is designed to collect experimental
data such as joint torque. Then, a rough solution of the parameters to be recognized is obtained by
solving the dynamics model through the Weighted Least Squares (WLS) method, the search space is
determined based on the rough solution, and the optimal solution is obtained by using the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) to perform a quadratic search in the search space. Finally, the identification data
obtained from the algorithm is analyzed and compared with the experimental data. The results show
that the error between the identification data obtained using the WLS-GA identification algorithm
and the experimental data is relatively small. The results show that the identification data obtained
using the WLS-GA identification algorithm have less error than the experimental data, taking the
Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the joint torque error obtained using the weighted least squares
algorithm as a criterion. The accuracy of the WLS-GA identification algorithm can be improved by up
to 66.85% compared with that of the weighted least squares algorithm and by up to 78.0% compared
with that of the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) algorithm. In summary, the WLS-GA identification
algorithm can accurately identify the dynamic parameters of the welding robot and more accurately
construct a dynamic model to solve the effect of joint torque error on the control characteristics of
the welding robot. It can improve the stability of the end-effector of the welding robot to ensure the
quality of the automobile body and beam welding and welding speed.

Keywords: welding robot; joint torque error; end-effector stability; dynamical model; WLS-GA
identification algorithm

1. Introduction

A welding robot is a multi-joint robotic arm for industrial applications, widely used in
automotive manufacturing, the electronics industry, home appliance manufacturing, and
other fields. In automobile manufacturing, the welding quality of the car body and beam
directly affects the car’s service life, and it is increasingly important to improve the stability
of the end-effector of the welding robot through more accurate parameter identification.

Perrusquía et al. disclosed a Closed-loop Input Error (CLIE) algorithm for the on-
line identification of robot manipulators with another parameter identification algorithm
based on the composite updating method, and both algorithms improved the parameter
convergence of the updating rules, the robustness and the stability of the estimation of
the model related to the closed-loop dynamics [1]. Ren et al. proposed an improved
strategy based on an improved fuzzy adaptive algorithm, and the research results show
that the control strategy of the improved fuzzy algorithm has significant advantages in
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energy control. Combining it with a wrist rehabilitation robot can save energy and con-
sume less [2]. Zhao et al. proposed a dynamic identification and optimization algorithm
for composite constraints weight sequences, with significant improvement in kinematic
performance and machining accuracy, which improves the machining quality of the robot
and lays the foundation of optimization in robotics manufacturing [3]. Li et al. proposed
a Virtual Repulsive Potential Field (VRPF) algorithm considering mechanical and kine-
matic constraints, and the proposed continuous-domain VRPF algorithm has advantages
in terms of milling quality and computational cost [4]. Urrea et al. studied and discussed
the design of different parameter identification methods applied to robotic systems and
demonstrated that it is possible to adequately select different identification methods for
obtaining parameters characterizing the dynamics of an industrial robot. At the same time,
these values of the parameters underlying the robot promote the design of new control
methods [5]. Tang et al. proposed an identification algorithm based on weighted least
squares and random weighted particle swarm optimization (WLS-RWPSO), which helps to
improve the accuracy and stability of trajectory control of collaborative robots [6]. Dong
et al. proposed an online parametric estimation algorithm under the framework of the least
squares algorithm and analyzed the convergence of the algorithm. Numerical simulation
and experimental test results verify the superiority and advantages of the algorithm and
fault-tolerant control strategy, which can provide good references and guidance for other
complex systems in theoretical research and engineering applications [7]. Zhang et al. used
a hybrid whale optimization algorithm and genetic algorithm (WOA-GA) to identify the
dynamic parameters of six robotic joints. The results showed that the average matching
degree of the estimated torque based on WOA-GA could reach 93.86%, 0.4–2% higher than
the other optimization algorithms (WOA, GA, and PSO-GA) [8]. Al-Dabbagh et al. esti-
mated the center of gravity parameters of the single-jointed CRS A465 robot arm dynamics
using the fuzzy adaptive differential evolution algorithm (FADE). Experimental results
show that the fuzzy adaptive DE performs better than ordinary least squares and standard
DE with fixed parameters [9]. Zutven et al. propose an algorithm that automatically
converts a system model into least-order regression form. The algorithm can be applied
to general Euler–Lagrange systems and not only to specific kinematic configurations in
existing methods [10]. West et al. developed a genetic algorithm to solve the problem of
systematically identifying output errors for a specific joint so that the joint parameters
converge to the desired set of parameters with acceptable accuracy. The developed GA
algorithm can estimate the parameters of the dynamic model with reasonable accuracy, and
the model’s output is very close to the simulated output [11]. Ali et al. proposed a novel
moment of inertia estimation algorithm that is capable of estimating the moment of inertia
of the AFC-controlled robots and also developed a new proportional-differential active
force controller, where the combination of the algorithm and the controller can enable
the Wheeled Mobile Robot (WMR) robot to be operated with a high level of accuracy.
Combining the algorithm and controller enables the WMR robot to move robustly in con-
strained environments [12]. Joseph et al. comprehensively reviewed the state-of-the-art
and classical methods for tuning Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control parameters.
They detailed the PID parameter tuning process, applications, formulations, and challenges
encountered in meta-heuristic optimization methods [13]. Son et al. proposed a novel
control system combining an adaptive feed-forward neural controller and a PID controller,
identifying all nonlinear features and optimizing them to improve accuracy and eliminate
steady-state errors in joint position control [14]. Yusof et al., a recurrent neural network
combined with a Kalman filter capable of recognizing nonlinear terms can be used to
identify the dynamic conditions of a robotic manipulator. Experimental validation on a
dual-rotor helicopter evaluated the steady-state performance of the method for control
applications [15] West. et al. proposed a new method for representing the state-dependent
gains that integrates input signal calibration, system identification, and nonlinear control
system design steps, allowing for state-dependent parameter (SDP) model identification
for joint angle control [16]. Mendes et al. identify T-S fuzzy models from input–output
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data to approximate unknown nonlinear processes, a co-evolutionary Hierarchical Genetic
Algorithm (HGA) approach to determine the structure and parameters of the model; it is
shown that the proposed approach has a faster response and better results compared to the
identification results obtained using the hierarchical genetic algorithm [17].

Alves et al. introduced a method to linearly parameterize the model, enabling the
recursive least square (RLS) algorithm to determine the system parameters. The results
show that the model response conforms to the dynamics of the WMR even under non-
ideal mechanical conditions [18]. Agand et al. proposed a fuzzy modeling approach for
modeling nonlinear control processes based on the Takagi–Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model, com-
bined with a genetic algorithm and recursive least square fuzzy modeling approach for
nonlinear control process modeling; experimental results show that the proposed approach
provides better modeling results compared to the Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy modeling tech-
nique and linear modeling approach [19]. Adánez. et al. proposed a new approach for the
Takagi–Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy modeling based on multidimensional dependency functions
(MDMFs); a nonlinear multivariate system was selected for validation, and the results
showed that the method has a minor identification error compared to the one-dimensional
dependency function fuzzy inference approach [20]. Marie et al. proposed the two mod-
eling approaches based on analytical parametric modeling and the Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy
inference system, respectively, for improving the static attitude accuracy of industrial robots
involved in machining, molding or assembly applications [21].

In the welding process of the body and beam, the welding robot end-effector must
maintain a stable state to ensure the welding quality and efficiency. However, because of
the welding robot’s actual joint torque and the calculation of the joint torque, there is a
significant error between the joint torque, resulting in an unstable end-joint attitude control
and vibration, thus affecting the stability of the welding robot end-effector. Therefore, this
paper proposes a WLS-GA identification algorithm to construct and solve the dynamics
model to obtain accurate dynamics parameters. The WLS-GA identification algorithm com-
bines a genetic algorithm and weighted least squares, which can improve the algorithm’s
robustness and the global search ability, and it can be well suited for complex data fitting
and parameter optimization problems. Firstly, the linear model of welding robot dynamics
is derived. The fifth-order optimal Fourier series excitation trajectory is designed to collect
experimental data such as joint torque. Then, the rough solution of the parameters to be
recognized is obtained by solving the dynamics model using the weighted least squares
method. Then, the search space is determined based on the rough solution. The optimal
solution is obtained using the genetic algorithm to perform a quadratic search in the search
space and solve the optimal solution. Then, finally, the recognized data obtained from
the algorithm are analyzed and compared with the experimental data; the identification
process is shown in Figure 1. The results show that the identification data of the WLS-GA
algorithm matches the experimental data well. The WLS-GA algorithm can accurately
recognize the dynamical parameters of the welding robot, construct the dynamical model
more accurately to solve the influence of the joint torque error on the control characteris-
tics of the welding robot and ensure that the welding robot is capable of adapting to the
force and torque requirements of a specific task, to ensure the stability and accuracy of
the welding.
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Figure 1. Identification process: (a) excitation trajectory; (b) welding robot; (c) identification model; 
(d) validation trajectory; (e) WLS-GA identification algorithm; (f) specific identification process. 
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Figure 1. Identification process: (a) excitation trajectory; (b) welding robot; (c) identification model;
(d) validation trajectory; (e) WLS-GA identification algorithm; (f) specific identification process.

2. Constructing Dynamical Models

Using Lagrange’s equations, the dynamics equations of an n-degree-of-freedom jointed
tandem robot can be established as shown in Equation (1):

M(q)
..
q + C

(
q,

.
q
) .
q + G(q) + τf = τ (1)

where M(q) ∈ Θn×n is a positive definite inertia matrix, C(q,
.
q) ∈ Θn×n is the centrifugal

force and Coriolis force matrix, G(q) ∈ Θn×1 is the gravity vector, τf ∈ Θn×1 is the joint
friction torque vector, τ ∈ Θn×1 is the joint driving torque vector, q ∈ Θn×1 is the joint
angle vector,

.
q ∈ Θn×1 is the joint angular velocity vector, and

..
q ∈ Θn×1 is the joint angular

acceleration vector.
The joint friction model is a complex nonlinear function, which is challenging to model

accurately. Considering the cost, efficiency, accuracy, and other factors, only Coulomb and
viscous friction are considered in the identification. The dynamical equation for the friction
moment of joint i is:

τf i = fcisign
( .
qi
)
+ fvi

.
qi (2)

where τf i is the frictional moment at joint i, i.e., the ith element of τf ; fci is the coulomb
friction coefficient at joint i; and fvi is the coefficient of viscous friction at joint i. Equation (2)
can be rewritten as Equation (3)
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τ = f (q,
.
q,

..
q, P) (3)

The joint moment in Equation (3) is a function of the joint angle, joint angular velocity,
joint angular acceleration, and the dynamical parameters, where the dynamics parameter
of the ith rod is:

pi =

[
mi, mixi, miyi, mizi, Ixxii, Iyyi,
Izzi, Ixyi, Ixzi, Iyzi, Imi, fci, fvi

]
(4)

Among them, mi is the mass of the connecting rod i; xi, yi, zi are the connecting rods, i
is the coordinate of the centroid of i in the coordinate system i; Ixxi, Iyyi, Izzi is a connecting
rod i inertia moment in the ith coordinate system; Ixxi, Iyyi, Izzi is the inertia product of the
connecting rod i to x and y axes in the ith coordinate system, Ixzi, Iyzi is the same; Imi is the
equivalent moment of inertia of the motor i.

The dynamical parameter P is the 10n × 1 vector for:

P = [p1, p2, p3 · · · , pn]
T (5)

Extracting the dynamical parameter P in Equation (3), there is a linear relationship
between the joint moments and the dynamical parameters as shown in Equation (6):

τ = Y
(
q,

.
q,

..
q
)

P (6)

3. WLS-GA Identification Algorithm
3.1. Algorithm Flow

This paper used the weighted least squares genetic algorithm to identify the unknown
parameters in Equation (4); firstly, it used the weighted least squares method to generate
a rough solution to obtain the range of the solution space, and then it used the genetic
algorithm to find the exact solution. The flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1e.

3.2. Algorithmic Components

The weighted least squares algorithm is a statistical method used to fit data by assign-
ing weights to each data point to make the fit more realistic. In weighted least squares, the
weighted residual sum of squares is usually minimized to determine the model parameters.
Suppose there are n data points (xi, yi), where xi is the independent variable and yi is the
dependent variable. We can define the weights wi for each data point for weighted least
squares and then solve for the model parameters by minimizing the sum of squares of
the weighted residuals. The goal of the weighted least squares is to find a set of model
parameters β such that the weighted residual sum of squares is minimized:

argβmin
n

∑
i=1

wi(yi − f (xi, β))2

where f (xi, β) is the model’s predicted value for xi.
Standard weighted least squares methods include weighted linear regression and

weighted nonlinear regression. In practical applications, the appropriate weighting function
and weight-setting method can be selected according to the characteristics and needs of
the data.

However, weighted least squares is usually a local optimization method, which is
easy to fall into the local optimal solution. By introducing the global search capability of
the genetic algorithm, the solution space can be better explored, which helps to find the
global optimal solution. The weighted least squares method may be limited by the initial
value selection or local search capability when dealing with complex multimodal problems.
Genetic algorithms can effectively deal with such issues and help to jump out of the local
optimal solution and find a better solution through the diversity and randomness of the
population. In some complex models, the optimization of parameters may require the
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consideration of multiple constraints or objective functions, and weighted least squares
may need help to deal with this complexity directly. By introducing a genetic algorithm,
the parameter optimization problem can be handled more flexibly using simultaneously
considering multiple objectives and constraints. The genetic algorithm’s fitness function is
more flexible, and the fitness function can be designed according to the specific problem’s
characteristics to better reflect the problem’s optimization objective. Therefore, combining
genetic algorithms with weighted least squares can make up for some of the shortcomings
of weighted least squares in global search, complex multimodal problems, parameter
optimization, and fitness function design and improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
optimization. This combination can be better applied to complex data fitting and parameter
optimization problems to improve the algorithm’s robustness and global search ability.

The WLS-GA algorithm treats each to-be-identified dynamical parameter of the weld-
ing robot as a base pair, and all to-be-identified parameters form a segment of a gene,
representing a possible solution. According to the coding principle, all the parameters to
be recognized are composed of individuals. The optimization calculation of parameter
identification is carried out by collecting each robot joint’s torque and angular position data
as training samples. When the constraints are satisfied, the accurate dynamics parameters
are obtained. The algorithm consists of the following parts.

3.2.1. Use Least Squares to Obtain the Range of the Solution Space

This paper used the weighted least squares method to solve Equation (6) to obtain a
rough solution for the dynamical parameters to be identified, and the extent of the solution
space is determined based on the rough solution to prepare for further identification.

3.2.2. Composition of the Initial Antibody

The weighted least squares solution’s range was used as the initial population’s gener-
ating region to improve the identification effect. Several initial individuals are randomly
generated in the generating region, and all the initial individuals are combined to form
the initial population. Using this way to create the population enables the generated
individuals to be evenly distributed in the region to be solved to ensure the diversity
of individuals.

3.2.3. Coding

Coding represents the problem’s variables as ordered strings of numbers from 0 to
1 because population genetics and evolution are all about “chromosomes”. The solution
vector of the problem is a “chromosome”, in which an element of the problem’s solution
is called a gene. Coding is critical in linking a practical problem’s solution to a biological
evolution model.

3.2.4. Adaptation Evaluation

In the process of evolution, nature severely tests organisms by climate, food, sunlight,
and water, to name a few, which are all-natural selections. In short, the organism needs to
be evaluated to show the direction of biological evolution. According to the optimization
objective of the actual problem, such genetic algorithms also needed an evaluation function
called the fitness function, which determined the choice of the fitness function. The fitness
function is generally transformed from the objective function, and Equation (7) shows the
fitness function.

F =
1

1 + ∥ε∥ (7)

where F is the fitness function and ∥ε∥ is the matrix paradigm.
By reasonably designing the fitness function, the genetic algorithm can be guided to

search effectively in the parameter identification problem to find the optimal parameter
combinations to realize the goal of system parameter identification.
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3.2.5. Selection

Selection refers to eliminating individuals from a population that is not adapted to
their “environment” according to a fitness function during the evolution of the population.
The more adapted an individual is to their “environment”, the more likely he is to be
selected to remain. The more adapted individuals are, the more likely they are to be
retained by selection, and the greater the number of offspring of well-adapted individuals
will be in the next generation. Selection is the driving force behind the evolution of a
population towards adaptation to its environment.

3.2.6. Crossover

Crossover is an operation in which specific exchanged segments of the “chromosomes”
of two selected individuals create new individuals. Crossover allows for the preservation
of the parent’s superior “chromosomes”. In contrast, the offspring’s “chromosomes” may
concentrate the best parts of both parents, resulting in individuals better adapted to the
environment than the parent, i.e., the blue is better than the blue. In the crossover operation,
individuals are randomly selected from the population, the crossover position is also
randomized, and the crossover probability is usually very high, around 0.6–0.9.

3.2.7. Mutation

Mutation operation refers to the probability that the individual “chromosome” seg-
ments in the population will be mutated, i.e., from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. Mutation operation
is essential to ensure the population’s genetic diversity and, to a certain extent, prevent the
loss of some excellent genes. At the same time, the mutation operation can improve the
genetic algorithm’s local search ability and prevent premature population maturation. The
mutation probability is relatively small, generally set to about 0.001–0.1.

3.2.8. Decoding

The “chromosome” becomes more stable when the population has evolved to an opti-
mally adapted state. Currently, the “chromosome” corresponds to the optimal solution to
the problem. The decoding operation changes the “chromosome” string into the numerical
solution to the problem. The decoding formula is shown in Equation (8):

F(bi1, bi2, · · · , bil) = Ri +
Ti − Ri

2l − 1

l

∑
j=1

bij2j−1 (8)

where (bi1, bi2, · · · , bil) denotes the genes of an individual. The length of the gene is l. The
larger the gene size, the higher the accuracy of the problem, but at the same time, the longer
the program’s running time. Moreover, Ti and Ri are the two boundaries of the definition
domain of the ith variable of the solution vector.

4. Experimental Validation
4.1. Experimental Equipment

In this paper, the RH06 modified six-degree-of-freedom welding robot of Guangzhou
CNC Equipment Co. (Guangzhou, China) is taken as the research object, as shown in
Figure 1b. The range of motion of each joint is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Joint range of motion.

Joint i 1 2 3 4 5 6

qmax/(◦) 165 −10 90 350 120 360
qmin/(◦) −165 −170 −160 −350 −120 −360

.
qmax/(◦/s) 135 135 135 420 260 650
..
qmax/(◦/s2) 135 135 200 200 200 200
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4.2. Parameter Identification

Making the welding robot run the designed excitation trajectory through the encoder
can collect the joint angle of the welding robot in the process of movement; through the
feedback current of the servo motor the motor torque can be calculated, and through the
speed reducer it can be expanded to obtain the joint torque data in the process of the
welding robot movement, the use of a low-pass filter on the joint angle and the joint torque
data filtering process. The filtered data are brought into the identification model, and
different identification algorithms are used to identify the dynamical parameters. The
welding robot runs any verification trajectory to collect data to evaluate the identification
results; Figure 1f shows the specific process.

The excitation trajectory is designed like Chao [22], a fifth-order Fourier series trajec-
tory with a base angular frequency of 0.05 rad/s, and uses an interval angular frequency
of 0.3 rad/s. The trajectory parameters are optimized to minimize the observation matrix
condition number, and the optimized trajectory is shown in Figure 1a.

In order to verify the accuracy of the identified results, three arbitrary trajectories are
used for the experiment so that the welding robot runs according to a random trajectory.
The joint angle during the movement of the welding robot is collected through the encoder,
the motor torque can be calculated through the feedback current of the servomotor, and the
joint torque data during the movement of the welding robot is obtained after expanding
through the speed reducer; the joint angle and the joint torque data during the movement
of the welding robot are filtered using the low-pass filter, and then the joint angle data and
the recognized dynamical parameters are brought into the dynamical model to calculate
the joint torque value. Finally, the joint torque acquisition value is compared with the
estimated value and the RMS method is used to calculate the root-mean-square (RMS) of
the difference between the two, so as to make an evaluation of their difference; the smaller
the RMS value is, the better the identification effect is represented. To have universal
applicability, the three validation trajectories are selected as Fourier series trajectory, end
straight line trajectory, and end circular arc trajectory. Figure 2a–c show the motion curves
of the three validation trajectories in joint space, respectively.

4.3. Parameter Verification

The weighted least squares genetic algorithm (WLS-GA) was used to identify the
dynamical parameters of the welding robot. The initial population size set is 60, the
gene length is 17, the crossover probability is 0.6, the variance probability is 0.02, and the
maximum number of iterations is 120; Matlab(R2020b) software calculated the identification
results. The results of calculated and experimentally measured torques are shown in
Figure 2d–f.

As can be seen from Figure 2d–f, the Fourier trajectory verification validation using
the WLS-GA algorithm is closest to the computed torque and the collected torque from
joint 1 to joint 6; the straight line trajectory validation using the WLS-GA algorithm is also
better, and only the computed torque of joint 4 has a particular gap with the acquisition
torque. The circular trajectory validation using the WLS-GA algorithm has the worst
effect, while the computed torque of joints 1 to joint 6 have some errors between the
calculated torque and the acquired torque, but the errors are not significant. Overall, the
three trajectories’ calculated torques are closer to the collected torque, indicating that the
parameter identification is accurate. This paper adopts the Guangzhou CNC Equipment Co.,
Ltd. (Guangzhou, China) RH06 modified six-degree-of-freedom welding robot, and joints
1 and 2 using 150SJTRG-MZ100C servo motors (Guangzhou CNC Co., Ltd., Guangzhou,
China) (rated torque 10 N·m) + a GSK-BJN-40E-121 reducer (reduction ratio of 12:1) control
system, which can fully meet the joints’ torque requirements.
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This paper adopted the WLS-GA algorithm to verify the three verification trajectories
with the traditional method of least squares (OLS) and weighted least squares (WLS), and
then the actual joint torque data obtained from the welding robot was recorded with the
computed joint torque and the RMS value of the joint torque error was calculated. Table 2
shows the RMS value, and finally, the RMS value of the computed joint torque error was
compared with the computed joint torque error. Figure 2g–i show the comparative results.
The root mean square (RMS) value of the joint torque error obtained using the weighted
least squares (WLS) algorithm is taken as the standard, and Table 3 shows the accuracy
values improved using the WLS-GA algorithm and the OLS algorithm.

Table 2. RMS of joint torques from different identification algorithms.

Joint
Number

Fourier Series Verification
Trajectory RMS/N*m

Linear Validation Trajectory
RMS/N*m

Circular Validation Trajectory
RMS/N*m

WLS OLS WLS-GA WLS OLS WLS-GA WLS OLS WLS-GA

1 40.12 61.40 13.30 28.79 46.03 24.33 41.29 54.90 26.00
2 43.60 50.76 30.80 38.44 47.23 31.63 44.01 49.02 31.71
3 22.11 32.65 13.00 21.49 31.99 17.80 26.71 30.13 19.68
4 0.86 1.95 0.80 1.20 1.91 1.50 1.65 1.82 2.05
5 1.83 2.18 1.67 1.10 1.32 1.28 2.09 2.36 1.87
6 0.57 0.57 0.53 0.40 0.58 0.55 1.02 1.02 0.98

Table 3. Accuracy of different identification algorithms.

Joint
Number

Fourier Series Validation Trajectory
Accuracy Improvement/%

Linear Validation Trajectory
Accuracy Improvement/%

Circular Validation Trajectory
Accuracy Improvement/%

WLS OLS WLS-GA WLS OLS WLS-GA WLS OLS WLS-GA

1 0 −53.04 66.85 0 −59.88 15.49 0 −32.96 37.03
2 0 −16.42 29.36 0 −22.87 17.72 0 −11.38 27.95
3 0 −47.67 41.20 0 −48.86 17.17 0 −12.80 26.32
4 0 −55.90 6.98 0 −59.17 −25.00 0 −10.30 −30.30
5 0 −19.13 8.74 0 −20.00 −16.36 0 −12.92 10.53
6 0 0 7.02 0 −45.00 −37.50 0 0 3.92

Figure 2g–i, and Table 2 show that the RMS values of the ordinary least squares
algorithm for the torque errors at the end joints are small, at only 0.57–1.02. However, the
RMS values of the torque errors at joints 1, 2, and 3 are more significant. The RMS value of
the torque error of the ordinary least squares algorithm under the validation results of the
Fourier series trajectory is 61.4, which is three times the RMS value of the torque errors at
the same joints under the WLS-GA method.

The RMS values of the weighted least squares torque error remain at the middle level
of the three methods. Although the RMS values of the torque errors of some joints are more
significant than those of the other two methods, the difference is not generally very large,
especially since the RMS values of the torque errors of joints 4, 5, and 6 are relatively small,
and the RMS values of the torque errors of joints 1, 2, and 3 are smaller than that of the
ordinary least squares algorithm but not as significant as that of the WLS-GA algorithm.

The torque error RMS values obtained using the WLS-GA algorithm are relatively
small. In some cases, the torque error RMS values of joints 4, 5, and 6 are slightly larger
than the corresponding joint RMS values of the weighted least squares method. The torque
error RMS values of the end joints are somewhat more significant than the corresponding
joint RMS values of the least squares method. However, its RMS values at joints 1, 2, and
3 have a considerable advantage over other methods. Table 3 shows that the accuracy of
the WLS-GA algorithm can be improved by up to 66.85% over the weighted least squares
algorithm and by up to 78.0% over the ordinary least squares.
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5. Conclusions

Aiming to solve the problem concerning the significant error between the actual joint
torque and the calculated joint torque of the welding robot that leads to the vibration of
the end-effector, which consequently affects the stability of the end-effector, this paper
proposes a WLS-GA identification algorithm to construct and solve the dynamics model to
obtain the accurate dynamics parameters. Furthermore, this paper designs the fifth-order
optimal Fourier series excitation trajectory to collect the experimental data such as joint
torque, and then analyze and compare the identified data with the experimental data
using the validation trajectory through the WLS-GA identification algorithm. The WLS-GA
identification algorithm obtains the optimal solution, and the identification data obtained
using the identification algorithm are analyzed and compared with the experimental data
using the validation trajectory to conclude:

The WLS-GA identification algorithm has high accuracy, which combines the simple
and reliable characteristics of the weighted least squares method and the excellent charac-
teristics of the genetic algorithm in optimization search. However, the difference between
its identification effect on joints 4, 5, and 6 and the other two methods must be apparent.
However, this algorithm has the best accuracy for the joint torque identification of joints
1, 2, and 3, which is 66.85% higher than the weighted least-squares algorithm and 78.0%
higher than the ordinary least-squares algorithm, and it achieves a better identification
effect in the experiments. The WLS-GA identification algorithm accurately constructs
the dynamics model. It has been applied to the control system of the RH06 modified
six-degree-of-freedom welding robot of Guangzhou Numerical Control Equipment Co.
The control error of the end-effector will be reduced accordingly, which can reduce the
jitter and fluctuation of the robot in the process of movement, maintain the stability of the
end-effector, ensure the smooth movement of the welding process, avoid welding quality
problems, and at the same time, improve the dynamic response of the robot to make it easier
to adapt to the requirements of different welded workpieces, while maintaining a high
degree of accuracy in the welding of the automobile body and beam welding operation.

WLS-GA identification algorithms can be used to identify and model the dynamic
characteristics of various systems, including control systems, mechanical systems, and
electrical systems; WLS-GA identification algorithms can be used to improve the effect and
performance of signal processing algorithms by optimizing the parameters, and are used
in the field of signal processing, for example, filter design, signal denoising, and signal
analysis. WLS-GA identification algorithms can also be used to improve the accuracy and
generalization ability of the data model by optimizing the parameters, and are used in data
modeling and prediction.

Of course, the method also has some things that could be improved, such as the
method needing to constantly carry out the evolution of the population, which takes
more time. In addition, since the method is an intelligent optimization algorithm that
mimics the evolution of biological populations, the selection of the model’s parameters,
such as the number of populations, the mutation rate, the length of genes, the number of
generations, etc., depends on experience. The discriminative effect of the WLS-GA will
be more significant if these parameters are optimally selected with the combination of
big data.
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Abbreviations

WLS-GA Weighted Least Squares Genetic Algorithm
WLS Weighted Least Squares
GA Genetic Algorithm
RMS Root Mean Square
OLS Ordinary Least Squares
CLIE Closed-loop Input Error
VRPF Virtual Repulsive Potential Field
WLS-RWPSO Weighted Least Squares and Random Weighted Particle Swarm Optimization
WOA-GA Whale Optimization Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm
FADE Fuzzy Adaptive Differential Evolution
WMR Wheeled Mobile Robot
PID Proportional Integral Derivative
SDP State-dependent Parameter
RLS Recursive Least Square
T-S Takagi–Sugeno
MDMFs Multidimensional Membership Functions
HGA Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm
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